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- Anderson, Sherwood and Paul-Emile Bécat, 1885-1960 [ seated with a sketched portrait of Anderson by Bécat between them ] 1926 . Photographic print. Photographed by Bonney . -- 262.6
- Antheil, George, 1900-1959—See Beach, Sylvia and George Antheil 1900-1959
- Apollinaire, Guillaume, 1880-1918 and Marie Laurencin, 1883-1956. ca. 1907-1912 . Photographic print mounted . -- 68.12
- Auric, Georges, 1899- [ Portraits, alone and with Francis Poulenc, Jean Cocteau, and unidentified subjects. ] Photographic prints . -- 11.10
- Badet, André de, 1891- [ in Escos, France. ] 1958-1959 . Photographic print (color), inscribed to Valentine Hugo on recto . -- 110.11
- Badet, André de, 1891- [ with family ] Two black and white photographic prints and one in color . -- 110.11
- Beach, Cyprian—See Beach, Sylvia et al; See Beach, Sylvia, Madame Garrouste, Lucis Schwob or Cyprian Beach
- Beach, Sylvia [ riding a donkey in Patmos ] 1961 . Photographic print . -- 264.4
- Beach, Sylvia [ "Holly and Sylvia in the bookshop 8 rue Dupuytren" inscribed on the verso. ] 1919 . Probably taken by Cyprian Beach . Photographic print, inscription on verso in hand of Sylvia Beach . -- 262.6
- Beach, Sylvia [ "Sylvia at her door no. 12 rue de l'Odéon after the Liberation" inscribed on verso. ] Photographic print . -- 262.7
- Beach, Sylvia [ Portrait. ] Photographed by Gisèle Freund . Three photographic prints . -- 264.4
- Beach, Sylvia [ standing in front of Shakespeare and Company with Myssine Moschos holding her cat. ] Probably taken by Cyprian Beach . Photographic postcard . -- 262.6
- Beach, Sylvia [ standing in front of Shakespeare and Company. ] 1921 . Photographic print . -- 262.6
- Beach, Sylvia [ standing next to bookshelves at Shakespeare and Company. ] 1921 . Three photographic prints . -- 262.6
- Beach, Sylvia [ at Shakespeare and Company in front of bookshelves and portraits of authors. ] Photographed by Gisèle Freund . Two photographic prints . -- 262.7
- Beach, Sylvia and Adrienne Monnier [ and unidentified group at Les Déserts in Savoy. ] Two photographic prints . -- 264.2
- Beach, Sylvia and Adrienne Monnier [ and unidentified woman in front of Shakespeare and company. ] Photographed by Gisèle Freund . Photographic print . -- 262.7
- Beach, Sylvia and Adrienne Monnier [ in Rocfoin with the Monnier family. ] Photographic print . -- 264.1
- Beach, Sylvia and Adrienne Monnier [ on group excursion to Col de Valberg with group in front of tour bus. ] 1952 . Photographed by Photo Roger . Photographic print . -- 264.2
- Beach, Sylvia and Adrienne Monnier [ seated in a field at Les Déserts in Savoy. Two photographs include a dog. ] 1952-1953 . Photographed by Camilla Steinbrugge . Four photographic prints . -- 264.2
- Beach, Sylvia and Adrienne Monnier [ in Rocfoin. Monnier is cutting Beach's hair, and one photograph includes Juliette Monnier. ] Three photographic prints . -- 264.1
- Beach, Sylvia and Adrienne Monnier [ at Beach's desk at Shakespeare and Company. ] 1936
Beach, Sylvia and Adrienne Monnier [ at no. 12 rue de l'Odéon after the Liberation. ] Three photographic prints . -- 262.7

Beach, Sylvia and Ernest Hemingway, 1899-1961 [ in front of Shakespeare and Company with Myssine Moschos and an unidentified woman. ] Photographic postcard with handwritten note on the verso . -- 262.6

Beach, Sylvia and George Antheil, 1900-1959 [ Antheil is scaling the wall in front of Shakespeare and Company towards the balcony above; Beach is watching. ] Photographed by Centre Culturel Américain . Photographic print . -- 262.6


Beach, Sylvia and James Joyce, 1882-1941 [ at Shakespeare and Company. ] 1921 . Photographed by Alliance Paris . Three photographic prints and three negatives . -- 262.6

Beach, Sylvia and Mr. Weld [ at "The Paris Twenties" Exhibition in London. ] 1960 . Photographic print . -- 264.4

Beach, Sylvia and Yves Bonnefoy [ in Delphi. ] 1961 . Photographic print . -- 264.4


Beach, Sylvia et al [ Comité de la revue "Mesures": Sylvia Beach, Henri Michaux, Adrienne Monnier, Valdimir Nabokov, Michel Leiris, Barbara and Henry Church, Germaine and Jean Paulhan inside church at Ville d'Avray and in garden. ] ca. 1936 or 1937 . Photographed by Gisèle Freund . Two photographic prints . -- 262.7

Beach, Sylvia et al [ Cyprian Beach, Sylvia Beach, James Joyce and John Rodker at Shakespeare and Company. ] 1921 . Photographic print . -- 262.6

Beach, Sylvia et al [ with Adrienne Monnier, Léon Paul Fargue, Valéry Larbaud, and Rinette on wooden boat "Mouette" at the Foire du Quai Orsay. ] 1924 . Photographic print and photographic postcard . -- 262.6


Beach, Sylvia , André Chansom, 1900- , and Helen Kirkpatrick. [ Sylvia Beach, André Chansom (in uniform), and Helen Kirkpatrick (in uniform) in conversation at Sylvia Beach's apartment at "Life Party" after the Liberation. ] 1944 . Two photographic prints, second photographic print includes Yvonne Desvignes . -- 262.7

Beach, Sylvia , Madame Garrouste , and Lucis Schwob or Cyprian Beach [ standing in front of Shakespeare and Company. ] 1921 . Photographed by Alliance Paris . Photographic print . -- 262.6


Beach, Sylvia , Yves Bonnefoy , Marthiel and Jackson Mathews [ in Epidaurus. ] 1961 . Photographic print . -- 264.4

Beach, Sylvia —See also Joyce, James, 1882-1941 et al

Bécat, Paul-Emile, 1885-1960 —See Anderson, Sherwood and Paul-Emile Bécat, 1885-1960; See Beach, Sylvia, Paul-Emile Bécat, 1885-1960, and Marie Monnier

Benoist-Méchin, Jacques [ Portrait. ] 1923 . Photographic print . -- 264.8
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- Bonnefoy, Yves. [Profile.] 1947. Photographic print. -- 23.7
- Bonnefoy, Yves —See also Beach, Sylvia and Yves Bonnefoy; See also Beach, Sylvia, Yves Bonnefoy, Marthiel and Jackson Mathews
- Breton, André, 1896-1966 —See Ernst, Max, 1891-1976 et al
- Breton, André, 1896-1966. Photographic print. -- 26.1
- Chamson, André, 1900 —See Beach, Sylvia, André Chamson, 1900-, and Helen Kirkpatrick; See Joyce, James, 1882-1941 et al
- Chantrell, Lydie [dressed as Diana the huntress, with photo of her home, Anthy.] 1958. Photographic prints. -- 120.2
- Charchoune, Serge —See Ernst, Max, 1891-1976 et al
- Chadourne, Marc, 1895 —See Joyce, James, 1882-1941 et al
- Church, Barbara and Henry —See Beach, Sylvia et al
- Cocteau, Jean, 1889-1963 —See Auric, Georges, 1899-
- Cody, Morrill —See Beach, Sylvia et al
- Colette, 1873-1954 [posed with Toby-Chien.] Photographed by Ch. Gerschel. Four machine-printed photographic postcards. -- 293.1
- Colette, 1873-1954 [resting on a rake at summer home of Jean Daragnés at Toulon.] Photographic print. -- 51.1
- Colette, 1873-1954 [with two cats.] Photographed by G. L. Manuel Frères. Photographic print, inscribed to Jeannine and Jean Gabriel Daragnés. -- 51.1
- Colette, 1873-1954 and Willy, 1859-1931 [in various poses, some with their dog Toby-Chien.] Photographed by Ch. Gerschel. Five machine printed photographic postcards. -- 293.1
- Copeau, Jacques, 1879-1949 [alone in one print and speaking with interns in another.] 1942. Two photographic prints. Prints are pasted in mimeo sheets titled "Remarques sur le Stage de Beaune." -- 51.6
- Coppée, François, 1842-1908 [in study and garden of his home, Fraizière.] Photographic prints. -- 51.9
- Cottages of Rocfoin, France [Cottages where Sylvia Beach, Adrienne Monnier, and the Monnier family stayed in Rocfoin.] Photographic print. See also Beach, Sylvia and Adrienne Monnier in Rocfoin; See also Monnier, Adrienne and family. -- 264.1
- Cournot, Michel —See Monnier, Adrienne et al
- Crozet, Léo [Portrait painting by Jean Lurcat.] Photographic print. -- 190.9
- Debussy, Claude, 1862-1918 [Bust from two angles.] 1938. Photographic prints. -- 55.5
- Debussy, Claude, 1862-1918. Machine printed postcard of photographic portrait. -- 55.5
- Delaunay, Robert, 1885-1941 [Museum gallery.] Photographed by Julius Söhn in Düsseldorf. Photographic print. Letter to Maurice Raynal on verso. -- 204.8
- Desvignes, Yvonne —See Beach, Sylvia, André Chamson, 1900-, and Helen Kirkpatrick; See Valéry, Paul, 1871-1945, Yvonne Desvignes, and Keeler Faus
- Dias, Cícero [Camel, man under palm trees, woman with camels.] 1951. Photographic prints. Pasted into New Year's card. -- 99.5
- Dos Passos, John. 1926. Reproduction of a photographic print. -- 262.6
- Duchamp, Marcel, 1887-1968 [in a group portrait in Nice.] 1925. Photographic postcard. -- 60.1
- Dujardin, Edouard, 1861-1949 —See Joyce, James, 1882-1941 et al
- Dunan, Renée, d. 1936 [posed with others before a scene of fishing boats.] 1922. Photographic print. Inscribed on back to Louis de Gonzague-Frick. -- 62.4
- Dunoyer de Segonzac, André, 1884-1974 [painting outside.] Photographic postcard. -- 138.2
- Fargue, Léon-Paul, 1876-1947 [ at his desk .] Photographed by Wide World Photos . Photographic print . -- 262.6
- Fargue, Léon-Paul, 1876-1947 —See also Beach, Sylvia et al; See also Joyce, James, 1882-1941 et al
- Faus, Keeler —See Valéry, Paul, 1871-1945, and Keeler Faus; See Valéry, Paul, 1871-1945, Yvonne Desvignes, and Keeler Faus
- Fitzgerald, F. Scott (Francis Scott), 1896-1940 and Adrienne Monnier [ on the stoop of Shakespeare and Company .] Probably taken by Sylvia or Cyprian Beach . Five photographic prints . -- 262.6
- Gardner, Mabel [ Sculptures .] Two photographs by Maurice Poplin and one photograph by Bernès, Marouteau, and Cie . 16 photographic prints and one photographic postcard . Photographs originally housed in Sylvia Beach's photo album . -- 264.8
- Gargallo, Pablo, 1881-1934 [ Sculptures .] 1923, 1925 . Photographic print . -- 92.9
- Hemingway, Ernest, 1899-1961 . Probably taken by Sylvia or Cyprian Beach . Two photographic prints . -- 262.6
- Hemingway, Ernest, 1899-1961—See also Beach, Sylvia and Ernest Hemingway
- Hessel, Franz, 1880-1941 [ and unidentified girl in a field .] Two photographic prints . -- 216.8
- Hugo, Jean, 1894- and Valentine Hugo, 1887-1968 [ waiting at a train station .] Photographic print with note to Raymond Radiguet on verso . -- 50.3
- Jacob, Max, 1876-1944 [ with luggage .] 1923 . Photographic print with inscription and poem on verso to André and Odette [Masson .] -- 286.7
- Joyce, James, 1882-1941 and Clovis Monnier [ sitting on a bench in Rocfoin. One photograph includes Mme. Nora Joyce .] Three photographic prints . See also Beach, Sylvia and Adrienne Monnier in Rocfoin . -- 264.1
- Joyce, James, 1882-1941 , James Stephens , and John Sullivan . Les Trois Grâces . Photographic print (small) pasted to cardboard . -- 264.8
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Joyce, James, 1882-1941—See also Beach, Sylvia and James Joyce; See also Beach, Sylvia et al

Kernel, Hélène [ Portrait .] Photographic print. Included in letter from Georges Rosen to Valentine Hugo dated 1966. -- 126.4

Kirkpatrick, Helen—See Beach, Sylvia, André Chamson, 1900-, and Helen Kirkpatrick

Lanux, Pierre Combret de, 1887—See Joyce, James, 1882-1941 et al

Larbaud, Valéry, 1881-1957—See Beach, Sylvia et al; See Monnier, Adrienne and Valéry Larbaud

Laurencin, Marie, 1883-1956 [ Portrait .] Photographic print. -- 47.7

Laurencin, Marie, 1883-1956 [ Portrait .] Photographed by Man Ray. Photographic print signed by Marie Laurencin. -- 70.10

Laurencin, Marie, 1883-1956—See also Apollinaire, Guillaume, 1880-1918 and Marie Laurencin, 1883-1956


Le Stage de Beaune. Radiodiffusion Nationale Studio d'Essai Stage de Beaune [building and staff.] 1942. Six photographic prints pasted in mimeo sheets titled "Remarques sur le Stage de Beaune". -- 51.6

Les Déserts [ Housewarming party for Sylvia Beach at Les Déserts in Savoy .] 1933. Photographic print. -- 264.2


Les Déserts [ Sylvia Beach's chalet at Les Déserts in Savoy .] Two photographic postcards. See also Beach, Silvia at Les Déserts in Savoy. -- 264.2

Leiris, Michel, 1901—See Beach, Sylvia et al

Locke, David Ross, 1833-1888 (known as Petroleum V. Nasby)—See Billings, Josh, David Ross Locke, 1833-1888 (known as Petroleum V. Nasby), and Mark Twain, 1835-1910

[ Locke family ? (possibly) David Ross Locke 1833-1888 (known as Petroleum V. Nasby), son Robinson Locke , and unidentified third man .] Photographed by Klaus Kirkhorn in Molde, Norway. Two photographic prints. -- os63

[ Loviot, Louis (possibly) or son in library .] 1909. Photographic print. -- 175.2

Maeterlinck, Maurice, 1862-1949 [ sitting in a chair .] 1925. Three photographic prints inscribed to E. Piaget on recto. -- 178.7

Man Ray, 1890-1976 [ Eye peering through hole .] 1960. Photographed by Man Ray. Photographic print with letter to Georges Hugnet on verso. -- 204.4

Man Ray, 1890-1976 [ Feather .] 1962. Photographed by Man Ray. Photographic print with letter to Georges Hugnet on verso. -- 204.4

Man Ray, 1890-1976 [ Painting of man pulling cart .] 1952. Photographic print with letter to Georges Petithory on verso. -- 204.5


Man Ray, 1890-1976 [ Woman's legs .] 1951. Photographed by Man Ray. Photographic print with letter to Georges Hugnet on verso. -- 204.4

Man Ray 1890-1976—See also Laurencin, Marie, 1883-1956. [Portrait]; See also Beach, Sylvia et al

Marceau, Marcel [ and Toto Gilles with an unidentified man and woman on the street .] Photographic postcard. -- 181.1
- Mathews, Jackson and Marthiel—See Beach, Sylvia, Yves Bonnefoy, Marthiel and Jackson Mathews
- McAlmon, Robert, 1896-1956 [ at Shakespeare and Company. ] Probably taken by Sylvia or Cyprian Beach. Four photographic prints. -- 262.6
- Ménard, Armand [ Portrait. ] Photographic postcard signed "Dranem" (pseudonym). -- 292.1
- Michaux, Henri, 1899—See Beach, Sylvia et al; See Monnier, Adrienne et al
- Milhaud, Darius, 1892-1974 [ on horseback. In one photo he is riding a real horse, and in the other, he is riding a horse painted on wood. ] Photographic print and photographic postcard. -- 186.6
- Monnier, Adrienne [ at Les Déserts in Savoy. ] Photographed by Gisèle Freund. Photographic print. -- 264.2
- Monnier, Adrienne [ in the apartment she shared with Sylvia Beach. ] Photographed by Paul Darby. Three photographic prints. -- 262.6
- Monnier, Adrienne [ sitting at desk near woodpile at Les Déserts in Savoy. ] Photographic print. -- 264.2
- Monnier, Adrienne [ with arms full of flowers in field. ] Photographed by Gisèle Freund. Photographic print. -- 264.1
- Monnier, Adrienne [ "Adrienne Monnier in her library La Maison des Amis des Livres rue de l'Odeon after the Liberation" inscribed on verso. ] Photographic print. -- 262.7
- Monnier, Adrienne and family [ in Rocfoin, France. ] Three photographic prints and one negative. -- 264.1
- Monnier, Adrienne and Jean Prévost. 1925. Photographic print. -- 262.6
- Monnier, Adrienne and Larbaud, Valéry, 1881-1957 [ seated at a table. ] 1919. Photographic print. -- 264.8
- Monnier, Adrienne and Marie Monnier, 1894-1976 [ serving sandwiches they made for "Life Party" after Liberation. ] Two photographic prints. -- 262.7
- Monnier, Adrienne and Marie Monnier, 1894-1796 [ at kitchen table at Les Déserts in Savoy. ] ca. 1950. Photographic print. -- 264.2
- Monnier, Adrienne, Henri Michaux, 1899-, Maurice Saille. [ in conversation at Sylvia Beach's apartment at "Life Party" after the Liberation. ] 1944. Photographic print. -- 262.7
- Monnier, Adrienne et al [ Michel Cournot, Adrienne Monnier, Marie Monnier, Henri Michaux, and Paul Valéry at Sylvia Beach's apartment after the Liberation. ] 1944. Photographic print. -- 262.7
- Monnier, Adrienne—See also Beach, Sylvia and Adrienne Monnier; See also Fitzgerald, F. Scott (Francis Scott), 1896-1940 and Adrienne Monnier; See also Joyce, James, 1882-1941 et al
- Monnier, Marie 1894-1976—See Beach, Sylvia, Adrienne Monnier and Marie Monnier, 1894-1976; See Monnier, Adrienne et al; See Monnier, Adienne and Marie Monnier, 1894-1976
- Montherlant, Henry de, 1896-1972 [ and Marañon in Spain with three unidentified men...
standing next to a fence .] 1925 . Photographic print . -- 191.3

- Moss, Arthur —See Beach, Sylvia et al
- Nabokov, Vladimir Vladimirovich, 1899-1977 —See Beach, Sylvia et al
- Paulhan, Jean, 1884-1968 and Germaine—See Beach, Sylvia et al
- Péret, Benjamin —See Ernst, Max, 1891-1976 et al
- Perrin, Zoé—See Beach, Sylvia, Marie Monnier, and Zoé Perrin
- Porter, Katherine Anne . 1930 . Reproduction of a photographic print . -- 262.6
- Poulenc, Francis, 1899-1963 [ with bird .] Photographic print, inscribed on recto to Jean Cocteau . -- 48.3
- Poulenc, Francis, 1899-1963 —See also Auric, Georges, 1899-
- Pound, Ezra, 1885-1972 [ Ezra Pound at Shakespeare & Co. written on verso .] 1920 . Probably taken by Sylvia or Cyprian Beach . Photographic print with inscription. -- 262.6
- Prassinos, Gisèle . [ Profile portraits taken when she was 14 .] 1934 . Two photographic prints . -- 200.1
- Rachilde, 1860-1953 [ at banquet with table of unidentified attendees (illegible handwriting names some guests.) ] 1927 . Photographed by Paulus fils . Photographic print with chunk from upper left corner missing . -- 202.8
- Rachilde, 1860-1953 [ Portrait .] Photographic print signed by Rachilde, Gilbert Heul? and illegible photographer . -- 202.8
- Raynal, Maurice and Albert Skira [ at restaurant with unidentified "Georges." ] 1953 . Photographic print . -- 205.20
- Raynal, Maurice and Albert Skira [ teaching, with caption "Le Professeurs au travail." ] 1953 . Two photographic prints . -- 205.20
- Raynal, Maurice , Germaine Raynal , and André Simon [ aboard a boat with unidentified friend .] Photographic postcard . -- 205.25
- Reventlow, Else [ and two young soldiers in uniform, one perhaps her son Rolf .] Three photographic prints and three photographic postcards . -- 220.4
- Rigaut, Jacques, 1898-1929 —See Ernst, Max, 1891-1976 et al
- Rinette —See Beach, Sylvia et al
- Rodker, John, 1894— See Beach, Sylvia et al
- Romains, Jules, 1885-1972 —See Joyce, James, 1882-1941 et al
- Saint-Saëns, Camille, 1835-1921 [ Portrait of his dog, Dalila .] Photographed by Nadar . Photographic prints . -- 166.6
- Satie, Erik, 1866-1925 [ Portrait .] Photostat of photographic print inscribed to Valentine Gross . -- 270.8
- Scheikévitch, Marie —See Joyce, James, 1882-1941 et al
- Schwob, Lucis—See Sylvia, Madame Garrouste, Lucis Schwob or Cyprian Beach
- Severini, Gino, 1883-1966 . La famille Severini . [ Portrait painting of three figures.] Photographed by Foto Giacomelli . Photographic print . -- 272.8
- Shakespeare and Company [ First location on 8 rue Dupuytren .] 1921 . Photographic print taped to another photographic print with the doorway cut out . -- 264.8. See also Beach, Sylvia
- Simon, André—See Raynal, Maurice, Germaine Raynal, and André Simon
- Skira, Albert [ at restaurant with unidentified "Georges." ] 1953 . Photographic print . -- 205.20
- Skira, Albert—See also Raynal, Maurice and Albert Skira
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- Soupault, Philippe —See Ernst, Max, 1891-1976 et al; See Joyce, James, 1882-1941 et al
- Sousa, May de [ Portrait of stage actress .] Photographic postcard . -- 293.1
- Stein, Gertrude, 1874-1946 and Alice B. Toklas [ in an ambulance next to birthplace of Marechal Joffre .] 1917 . Photomechanical reproduction (collotype) postcard . -- 275.5
- Stephens, James—See Joyce, James, 1882-1941, James Stephens, and John Sullivan
- Sullivan, John—See Joyce, James, 1882-1941, James Stephens, and John Sullivan
- Temple of Friendship [ Natalie Clifford Barney's Temple of Friendship or Little Temple in her garden at 20 Rue Jacob, Paris .] Photographic print with handwritten note initialed by Natalie Clifford Barney written to Pierre Louys on verso . -- 174.3
- Temple of Friendship [ Natalie Clifford Barney's Temple of Friendship or Little Temple in her garden at 20 Rue Jacob, Paris .] 1919 . Photographic print with handwritten poem "Haleine d'un vieux livre …" on verso inscribed to Pierre Louys . -- 177.6
- Toklas, Alice B.—See Beach, Sylvia et al; See Stein, Gertrude, 1874-1946 and Toklas, Alice B.
- Toyen, 1902- [ Portrait .] 1934 . Photographic print, inscription to Paul Eluard on recto . -- 285.8
- Twain, Mark, 1835-1910—See Billings, Josh, David Ross Locke, 1833-1888 (known as Petroleum V. Nasby), and Mark Twain, 1835-1910
- Valéry, Paul, 1871-1945 [ seated in front of portraits of authors at Sylvia Beach's apartment at "Life Party" after the Liberation .] 1944 . Photographic print . -- 262.7
- Valéry, Paul, 1871-1945 and Keeler Faus [ at Sylvia Beach's apartment at "Life Party" after the Liberation .] 1944 . Photographic print . -- 262.7
- Valéry, Paul, 1871-1945, Yvonne Desvignes, and Keeler Faus [ at Sylvia Beach's apartment at "Life Party" after the Liberation .] 1944 . Photographic print . -- 262.7
- Valéry, Paul, 1871-1945 —See also Joyce, James, 1882-1941 et al; See also Monnier, Adrienne et al
- Weaver, Harriet . 1921 . Probably taken by Sylvia or Cyprian Beach . Four photographic prints and one negative . -- 262.6
- Weaver, Harriet—See also Beach, Sylvia and Harriet Weaver
- Weld, Mr.—See Beach, Sylvia and Mr. Weld
- Wilder, Thornton, 1897-1975 —See Beach, Sylvia et al
- Willy, 1859-1931—See Colette, 1873-1954 and Willy, 1859-1931
- Unidentified [ woman in profile with caption "L'experte pour les bouteilles de Morandi" written by Albert Skira .] Photographic print . See also Skira, Albert and Reynal, Maurice . -- 205.20
- Unidentified [ woman's head cut from a postcard and included in a letter from Pierre Berger to Georges Hugnet .] Photographic postcard . -- 96.5
- Unidentified [ nude woman lying on a rug .] Photographic print . -- 169.6
- Unidentified [ Statue .] Photographic print . -- 169.1